About Avenging Security Pvt. Ltd.

Our business portfolio is designed to deliver cost effective and end-to-end business solutions right from
conceptualization to implementation with a focus on enhancing productivity and maximizing business
performance.

Our Process
•
•
•
•

Discovery: We work with your team to understand the scope of work, dependencies, goals and Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s).
Estimation: Based on documentation goals and requirements, we provide an estimate for the work
required to implement your product.
In-depth Requirements: Once the contract is signed, we create in-depth user stories and flow diagrams
for each functionality the team will implement.
Quality Analysis: We use rigorous end-to-end testing to ensure everything has been implemented
successfully and perform regression testing, performance testing and everything in between.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Development: After proposed functionalities and designs are approved by the client, our developers
create high quality code, module by module.
UI/UX Design: Once all requirements are documented, the team will create wireframes, prototypes
and high-fidelity design comps to share with our clients.
Production Release: We use application release automation and continuous integration tool to ensure
your release management cycle goes as planned and that your application is launched bug-free.
Thorough Documentation: We product in-depth release notes, flow diagrams and API documentation
for each line of code written, ensuring that any developer can quickly get up to speed with our work.
Post Release Monitoring: Once your application is launched to production, we do sanity testing to
make sure everything works as expected, monitoring the vital signs of your app as it is being used by
real users.
Ongoing Support: If you need additional technical support such as troubleshooting, mobile app
monitoring and bug fixes - or if you wish to develop additional features and functionalities - we are
here to help.

Our Work (Android App Development)

UAE Consular Section App
A UAE Embassy India’s Official app to track visa
appointment status. This app provides every small and
detailed information about the procedures and counter
measures a user should know while applying for Visa. This
is an informative and very helpful app for users to take an
appointment for Visa .

Parental App : Concern4U
This app was created for those who are concerned about
the security of their children. With this app parents/user
can check the activities done on the other device in which
they have installed the tracking app. It helps them to see if
their kids are in touch with wrong person or
doing/searching for wrong content on the internet or
watching wrong content on the internet, their kids
locations etc.
Bath Products : Gravity App
GRAVITY in-house award winning style team is well integrated
in its approach and helps to supply 20000 faucets per day. Our
state-of-the art producing unit’s area unit backed by a world
category testing research lab. That’s why GRAVITY faucets
adjust to the very best quality and regulative standards.
GRAVITY passion for perfection reflects within the seven years
of assurance it extends on its faucets.

Recharge App : Paykaro India
PayKaro India Wallet is a payment systems that act as a
virtual wallet, allowing users to make their day to day
payments for Mobile recharges, DTH, Mobile postpaid,
Electricity, etc and transfer money to any real bank
account directly. PayKaro India is a payment solutions
company which allows users to process their daily needs
transactions online with safe and easy mode.

Deals & Discounts App : Jaipur4U
Jaipur4U is a privilege card which allows our members to
avail best deals and discounts at our associate leading
Hotels, Restaurants, Boutiques, Salons, Ice cream parlors,
Lifestyle products, Clothing line, Hospitals and hundreds
of other local outlets in Jaipur.

UAE Embassy : MOFAIC
This application is provided by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs & International Cooperation of the United Arab
Emirates (UAE - MoFA) for the following purposes: - Allows
users to get in contact with UAE MoFAIC and its embassies
and consulates overseas . - Provides users with information
about visas and attestation requirements and fees. - Offers
contact information about UAE embassies addresses, phone
numbers, and location maps.

Our Work (Website Development)

Rent a Car : Myles Car
Your City. Your Choice. Our Car.Take to the roads in the
vehicle you love from Myles, India's first Self-Drive
service. Be in control of the wheels and spin stories on
roads. We have the keys for you to unlock happiness as
you drive away with your loved ones.

Recharge Software : Paykaro India
PayKaro India Wallet is a payment systems that act as a
virtual wallet, allowing users to make their day to day
payments for Mobile recharges, DTH, Mobile postpaids,
Electricity, etc and transfer money to any real bank account
directly. PayKaro India is a payment solutions company which
allows users to process their daily needs transactions online
with safe and easy mode.

Publication : Drishti IAS
Drishti The Vision Foundation was founded on
November 1, 1999 with an objective to provide the Civil
Services aspirants useful, qualitative and updated
teaching facility and study material. Drishti The Vision
Foundation has set high standards for teaching in
Optional Subjects, Essay and for Interview along with
General Studies and CSAT.

RoomRent : Common Floor
At CommonFloor, we provide this information to help our
users find publicly available data in a structured format. We
are in the process of connecting with the relevant owners and
verifying the data as per the provisions of the Real Estate
(Regulation and Development) Act, 2016. We will keep
updating the information here regularly.

Real Estate : Experion
At Experion we believe that good experiences foster
enduring relationships. We offer transparency in
transaction, thought-leadership in action, customer insight
in our developments and thus, transform every
relationship into positive, engaging and memorable
experiences that people would love to come back to.

Bathroom Interior : Somany Ceramics
Whether it’s style, quality or technological brilliance,
Somany’s determined pursuit of delivering excellence has
placed the brand in an illustrious bracket. What makes
Somany a relevant and trusted company today is its
dynamic capability to evolve with changing décor
aesthetics over the years. It understands its consumers,
and in return, its patrons trust Somany to offer the best
tiles, sanitaryware & bath fittings products in India.

Online Food : Yummy Cart
The one point hub for ordering delicacies and speciality food
items from across India. Yummycart has been created as a
bridge between the specialty food items and those who
relish them - that's why our tagline says.

Custom Shirts : Shirtinator
Shirtinator is one of Europe's leading online providers of
customised textiles and personalised gifts such as custom
t-shirts and hoodies, personalised mugs, and much more.
At Shirtinator, all you need are some creative ideas and
you are just a few clicks away from a unique,
personalised gift. You can upload a photo to have printed
on a t-shirt, or just type in your personal slogan on the
front of a hoody. Or on the back. Or anywhere, really: you
design it and we print it! And Shirtinator provides
outstanding printing quality at all times.

Real Estate : Lotus Greens
We dare to imagine a world where all can LIVE THE
DIFFERENCE We believe that beauty and purity can
change lives for the better. We draw our inspiration from
the lotus plant, which can live for over a thousand years

Thank You!
Avenging Security Pvt. Ltd.
66, Vivek Vihar, New Sanganer Road,
Sodala, Jaipur. Rajasthan 302019.

